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Participant’s Opinion

Lectures & lecturers: Very knowledgeable, very experienced, profound individual
achievements
Nikola Totzev, Patent Attorney, Patent Agency “Totzev & Germanova”, Sofia, Bulgaria

This course won’t give you just solutions – it will teach you a broader way of working
with IP.
Bernt Lundsager, Head of Department, Zacco, Hellerup, Danmark

Perfect combination between IP law and management emphasizing the strategic
importance of intellectual property.
Christina Karipidou, Consultant Intellectual Property, Vrilissia Attikis, Greece

A great experience during the course was the network we established over the six weeks.
Annegret Rangel Vale, IP Consultant, Cascais, Portugal

The course immensely broadend my perception of the client’s needs, and on the other
hand gave me facts and tools at hand to solve their problems in IP management.
Dr. Martin Wilming, European Patent Attorny, Hepp Wenger Ryffel AG, Wil, Switzerland

The course enables a holistic understanding of IP; it is as essential as unique. After the
course you look at the economic environment in a new way.
Dr. Claude Dreyer, Examiner, EPO, Munich, Germany

This program definitely changed my way of thinking of IP as legal instrument to support
business into seeing IP as business opportunity on its own.
Peter Bittner, European Patent Attorney, SAP AG, Walldorf, Germany

The multinational group of participants quickly transformed into a real network of IP-
professionals exchanging personal experiences in their respective countries. This added
great value to the overall program.
Peter Bittner, European Patent Attorney, SAP AG, Walldorf, Germany

- Learned a lot, many new aspects, relevance to day-to-day-business
- Interesting lectures to various topics in changing the economic and business views.
- Good concept, theoretically well structured
- Helps for developing personality, opens new perspectives
- Gives new insights into developing IP businesses
Thomas Kretschmer, IP Counsel, Accenture, Schaffhausen, Switzerland

MIPLM: Kind of “brain-wash”; a completely new perspective of looking at your
intellectual property assets from the economic point of view.
Dr. Ralf Stowasser, European Patent Attorney, Grünenthal GmbH, Aachen, Germany

High quality lecturers for a course of high value.
Dr. Gauthier Obrecht, European Patent Attorney, Boehringer Ingelheim Pharma, Biberach,
Germany

I am convinced, that most of the participants of our study group will stay connected as
specialized friends in an international environment.
Paul Rosenich, CEO, Patent Attorney, Patentbüro Paul Rosenich AG, Triesenberg, Fürstentum
Liechtenstein


